Measure it purely by the height of the experience.

Naming an automobile after someone is likely to cement their place in history. Wilhelm Maybach made history first. As Gottlieb Daimler’s chief engineer, he helped develop the first car to wear the Mercedes name, and some core innovations whose principles are still in use. Later, his own marque pioneered the automotive V12 engine. Today’s Mercedes-Maybach embodies the full depth of automotive history, as well as its pinnacle: the S-Class. And while its extended wheelbase and expanded rear cabin distinguish it, the lengths it’ll go to please you define it.

MODELS
Mercedes-Maybach
S 560 4MATIC Sedan
Mercedes-Maybach
S 650 Sedan
MAYBACH S 560 4MATIC

- 463-hp V8 biturbo engine
- 4MATIC® all-wheel drive
- Ruby Black metallic
- 20" Maybach Exclusive forged wheels

Standard and available equipment may vary by model. Please see back of brochure.
KEY FEATURES

**KEY FEATURES**

**DESIGN**
- 100% LED lighting inside and out, with Intelligent Light System active headlamps, “stardust” taillamps, 64-color ambient cabin lighting
- Bespoke grille with vertical vanes
- 19” or 20” cast-alloy or forged-alloy wheels, including exclusive designs
- Panorama roof, also with MAGIC SKY CONTROL® electrically variable tint*
- Single-color or two-tone* paintwork
- A selection of hand-fitted Exclusive Nappa and designo semi-aniline leather upholsteries, all with Nappa leather dash, door and ceiling trim
- Five hand-finished high-gloss wood and piano lacquer trim choices

**SAFETY**
- Intelligent Drive driver assistance suite, including Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC®, Active Brake Assist with Cross-Traffic Function, Active Speed Limit Assist, Evasive Steering Assist, PRE-SAFE PLUS, and more
- Active Blind Spot, Lane Change and Lane Keeping Assists
- Multicamera Surround View System
- Car-to-X Communication
- Radar-based Active Brake Assist collision mitigation, ATTENTION ASSIST,® PRE-SAFE® Sound bearing protection technology
- Mercedes-Benz Emergency Call

**TECHNOLOGY**
- Dual 12.3” color screens for instruments and COMAND® system with navigation, multimedia, Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto
- Touch Control Buttons on steering wheel, and touchpad in console
- Rear Seat Entertainment
- Head-Up Display
- Wireless phone charging in front and rear* cabins
- Mercedes me connect® featuring smartphone app with Remote Start, 4G LTE WiFi®, and more*
- Hands-free Active Parking Assist
- MAGIC VISION CONTROL® heated wiper/washer system

**PERFORMANCE**
- Engine: 463-hp V8 biturbo (S 560 4MATIC®), or handcrafted 621-hp AMG V12 biturbo (S 650)
- Transmission: 9G-TRONIC 9-speed (S 560), or 7G-TRONIC 7-speed (S 650), both with shift paddles
- 4MATIC® all-wheel drive (S 560), or rear wheel drive (S 650)
- DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes
- Self-leveling suspensions: Adaptive AIRMATIC® (S 560), or fully active MAGIC BODY CONTROL® with camera-based Road Surface Scan and CURVE function (S 650)
- ECO Start/Stop system

**LUXURY**
- Power Executive rear seats, or twin individual lounges with folding tables and wood-trimmed console*
- Heated, ventilated and massaging front and rear seats; heated armrests and steering wheel
- Digital/analog Burmester® High-End 3D Surround Sound System
- 4-zone climate control with ionizer and cabin-air fragrance atomizer
- ENERGIZING Comfort orchestrates sound, lighting, fragrance, seating and climate comfort features
- KEYLESS-GO®, hands-free trunklid
- Rear-cabin refrigerator and silver champagne flutes*

Extraordinary furnishings, exceptional performance, and an exquisite degree of craftsmanship elevate the fine art of traveling by automobile to the state of the art.
ALL YOUR OWN

Extended benefits for its passengers
The eight additional inches of wheelbase that distinguish a Mercedes-Maybach sedan from a standard S-Class are dedicated entirely to its palatial rear cabin. In addition to the abundant room, its lavish seats help you enjoy it with power calf rests, 43° of recline, and a menu of massages. Available twin rear seats are divided by a wood-trimmed console and feature a foldaway writing table for each seat.

Extensive delights for its driver
A Mercedes-Maybach is far more than a stretched S-Class. From its vertical grille vanes to its sculpted rear quarters, its presence is both majestic and athletic. Biturbo power, 20" wheels, and adaptive or active suspension encourage the driver to relish stretching the car’s legs as much as rear-cabin passengers will enjoy stretching their own.

Maybach S-Class models
Maybach S 560 4MATIC Sedan
463 hp V8 biturbo
4MATIC® all-wheel drive
Adaptive, multimode AIRMATIC® suspension, 4-wheel level control

Maybach S 650 Sedan
Handcrafted 621-hp V12 biturbo
Rear-wheel drive
MAGIC BODY CONTROL® fully active suspension with camera-based Road Surface Scan, 4-wheel level control and CURVE function

TRAVEL AT A PACE, AND IN A SPACE
MAYBACH S 650

Mahogany/Silk Beige Exclusive
Nappa leather, designo Black
Piano Lacquer "Flowing Lines"
Executive Rear Seat Package Plus
MAGIC SKY CONTROL®
The elegance of a dancer, and an athlete

With their immense power, standard 20" wheels and 215" overall length, there’s no shortage of Mercedes-Maybach specs that can be described as massive. The net result, however, feels anything but. The performance of either Mercedes-Maybach sedan feels agile, composed and unstressed. Their suspensions can adapt to the road, vehicle lading, and the driving modes of DYNAMIC SELECT. Their biturbo V8 and V12 engines are often using a mere fraction of their thundering torque. And countless advanced engine, chassis and driver-assistance technologies can respond with lightning speed.

Performance highlights

S 560 biturbo V8: 463 hp, 516 lb-ft of torque, 0–60 in 4.8 seconds

S 650 biturbo V12: 621 hp, 738 lb-ft of torque, 0–60 in 4.6 seconds

4MATIC® all-wheel drive (S 560)

Adaptive, self-leveling AIRMATIC® suspension (S 560), or fully active MAGIC BODY CONTROL® with road-scanning camera and curve tilting (S 650)

DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes

20" alloy wheels (19" available at no charge), or three 20" forged options

The riding experience is rooted in the same traits that make it a superlative driver’s car. A Mercedes-Maybach carries itself as elegantly as it carries you.
TAILORED

Regal furnishings, rich finishes
The Mercedes-Maybach cabin delivers the finest detail on a truly grand scale. The doors and ceiling are lined in Nappa leather. The drilled metal speaker grilles and perforated seats are intricate and impeccably crafted. Embroidered leather pillows accent the rear cabin. And handcrafted silver champagne flutes are available.

Rejuvenating, refreshing and relaxing
ENERGIZING Comfort can relax or revitalize you with a diverse range of 10-minute programs. Each combines seating and climate comfort, the 64-color ambient cabin lighting, cabin fragrance and music to relax, refresh or reinvigorate your body, your mind, and all your senses.

From seating to lighting to sound, you can individually fine-tune countless cabin comforts to your liking. You can also orchestrate them all as one.

Luxury highlights
Power front and rear seats with memory, rapid heating, ventilation and “hot stone” massage
Two rear cabin configurations: reclining Executive seats, or dual power seats with folding tables and heated/cooled cupholders*
64-color, multizone ambient lighting
Burmester® High-End 3D Surround Sound with 26 speakers
4-zone climate control with cabin-air ionizer and fragrance atomizer
MAGIC SKY CONTROL® electrically variable tint* for the Panorama roof

*Optional. Please see back of brochure.

EVERY TOUCH
WATCHFUL

Vigilant, virtual eyes on what’s ahead
A network of cameras, multirange radar and sensors is always on guard for you. Car-to-X Communication lets other cars tip off your Maybach to hazards ahead. If an impact is sensed as imminent, PRE-SAFE® Sound can trigger your ears’ natural defenses before a crash. Airbags in the rear seats help restrain reclined passengers.

Advanced assists for calm composure
Standard driver assists help de-stress travel. You can change lanes with a tap of a turn signal. GPS can help the cruise control slow for tolls, exits, or school zones. Other systems can help you execute an evasive move, and prepare for an imminent front or rear impact.

Safety highlights
Radar-based Active Brake Assist
frontal collision mitigation
PRE-SAFE, PRE-SAFE Sound, and PRE-SAFE PLUS rear-collision prep
Active Parking Assist, Active Blind Spot Assist with Exit Warning Assist
Multicamera Surround View System
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC® cruise control; Route-based Speed Adaptation; Active Lane Change, Speed Limit and Steering Assists
Evasive Steering Assist, Active Emergency Stop Assist

Luxurious touches, just a tap away
Rear-cabin passengers enjoy their own LCD flat screens, each with wireless headphones and remote. In addition to being an entertainment system, each passenger can also control seating and climate comfort settings for their own portion of the rear cabin using the remote.

Sights and sound, in tune with you
The digital cockpit lets the driver reconfigure displays, and operate a wide array of cabin features by voice or a variety of touch controls. The Burmester® High End 3D Surround Sound System, created by Germany’s revered maker of high-end home audio, expertly mixes analog and digital signals for natural sound via 26 speakers.

From city traffic to highway cruising, an advanced network of driving assists looks out for your well-being and imparts a deep sense of comfort.

THOUGHTFUL

Technology highlights
Dual 12.3” displays for instruments and COMAND® navigation/audio, touchpad controller, and steering-wheel Touch Control Buttons
Rear Seat Entertainment system with dual remotes and on-screen control of individual rear-cabin comfort settings
Head-Up Display
Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto
HD Radio stations, Bluetooth® audio streaming, SiriusXM®, and in-car WiFi® with TuneIn Radio
Wireless charging and NFC pairing

Human-focused technology elevates your riding experience by enriching what your senses perceive.
MAYBACH S 650

Black Exclusive Nappa leather
w/Platinum stitching,
Burl Walnut wood
Standard 5-passenger seating
with power Executive rear seats
The Mercedes-Maybach mantra is a simple one: Whether on its surface or in its substance, allow no detail to be overlooked, overstated, or underachieved.
Executive seating, spa treatment
The standard three-passenger rear seat features an Executive seat in each outboard position. Both offer heating—including the armrests—and ventilation. Power adjustment includes calf rests, memory, and six massage programs including “hot stone” effects.

Twin seats, singular comfort
Available individual rear seats flank a full console trimmed in Nappa leather and wood to match the cabin. Along with heated and cooled cupholders, the console includes sleek, leather-trimmed aluminum writing tables that fold up and stow out of sight.

Sun and stars, or shaded seclusion
Generous windows and a sizable Panorama roof let you take in the scenery, sunshine and starlit nights. Power fine-mesh blinds can individually shade the rear and side windows and roof at a button’s touch.

Just a handful of finishing touches
While the roster of standard luxuries is abundant, there are a few extras should you wish to add them to your Mercedes-Maybach. MAGIC SKY CONTROL® can darken the Panorama roof via electromagnetic particles embedded in the glass. A refrigerator box is available for the rear cabin. And for models with the twin seats, silversmiths Robbe & Berking® craft a pair of champagne flutes with magnetic bases.

Whether you're its pilot or a passenger, a Mercedes-Maybach sedan raises first-class travel to new heights. All without ever leaving the ground.

EXTRAORDINARILY QUIET

HARMONY

The Mercedes-Maybach S 560 and S 650
A Mercedes-Maybach S-Class sedan is far more than the union of confidence-inspiring performance, thoughtful innovation, careful craftsmanship and indulgent comfort. It’s a seamless orchestration of all the above, along with a heritage of leading and a passion for travel that even first-class air cabins cannot match. There is no waiting to board, and your space is your own. Its aim is to make your time, and distance, well spent. It’s no coincidence, then, that driving a Maybach offers enjoyment of equal magnitude to the pleasures of riding in the rear cabin.

The S 560 4MATIC distributes its biturbo V8 torque to all four wheels, for agility in any season. The S 650 pairs a handcrafted V12 with what is arguably the industry’s most advanced suspension. MAGIC BODY CONTROL® scans the road ahead by camera, proactively generates counterforces in real time, and can even lean into curves like a slalom skier—all to minimize the motions felt by passengers. A long wheelbase and lavish appointments may lead to motoring pleasure. Avoiding disappointments is how a Mercedes-Maybach aims for motoring perfection.
MAYBACH S 650

Handcrafted 621-hp V12 biturbo engine, rear-wheel drive
Two-tone Selenite Grey metallic/Magnette Black metallic
20” multispoke wheels
**Specifications**

**Mercedes-Maybach S 560 4MATIC Sedan**

- **Engine**
  - Type: 4.0L V8 bi-turbo with Direct Injection
  - Power: 463 hp @ 6,100 rpm
  - Torque: 561 lb-ft @ 2,000-4,000 rpm
- **Automatic transmission**: 9G-TRONIC P-Speed with shift paddles
- **Accelerator**: 0-60 mph: 4.4 sec
- **Wheels**: Staggered-width 20" multi-spoke with high-performance Extended Mobility tires
- **Suspension**: Self-levelling AIRMATIC™
- **DriveTrain**: 4MATIC all-wheel drive

**Mercedes-Maybach S 650 Sedan**

- **Engine**
  - Type: 6.0L V12 biturbo
  - Power: 621 hp @ 4,800 rpm
  - Torque: 735 lb-ft @ 2,300-4,000 rpm
- **Automatic transmission**: 9G-TRONIC P-Speed with shift paddles
- **Accelerator**: 0-60 mph: 4.4 sec
- **Wheels**: Staggered-width 20" multi-spoke with high-performance Extended Mobility tires
- **Suspension**: Self-levelling AIRMATIC™
- **DriveTrain**: Rear-wheel drive

**Dimensions**

**Mercedes-Maybach S 560 4MATIC Sedan**

- **Wheelbase**: 132.0"
- **Overall length**: 215.0"
- **Overall height**: 59.0"
- **Overall width**: 83.4"
- **Curb weight**: 5,170 lbs
- **Headroom**: front—rear 42.3"—37.1"
- **Legroom**: front—rear 41.4"—40.2"
- **Shoulder room**: front—rear 59.7"—58.7"
- **Cargo capacity**: 15.6 cu ft

**Mercedes-Maybach S 650 Sedan**

- **Wheelbase**: 132.0" (same as 560)
- **Overall length**: 215.0" (same as 560)
- **Overall height**: 59.0" (same as 560)
- **Overall width**: 83.4" (same as 560)
- **Curb weight**: 5,280 lbs (same as 560)
- **Headroom**: front—rear 42.3"—37.1"
- **Legroom**: front—rear 41.4"—40.2"
- **Shoulder room**: front—rear 59.7"—58.7"
- **Cargo capacity**: 15.6 cu ft (same as 560)

**Key Standard Features**

- **Performance and efficiency**
  - DYNAMIC SELECT™
  - ECO Start/Stop system
  - 4MATIC permanent all-wheel drive
  - Torque Vectoring Brake

- **Safety and security**
  - Active Brake Assist®
  - ATTENTION ASSIST®
  - Car-to-X Communication®
  - PRE-SAFE®
  - PRE-SAFE® Sound hearing protection technology®
  - Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)
  - Crosswalk Assist
  - Adaptive braking technology: Predictive Brake Priming, Automatic Brake Drying, Hill-Start Assist, Brakes HOLD Feature
  - Emergency-sensing Brake Assist ( BAS® )
  - Advanced Tire Pressure Monitoring System
  - Mercedes-Benz Emergency Call
  - V anti bags
  - Distronic cruise control with PRE-SAFE® seat-belt buckle®
  - Castor/M® seat-integrated air bag®

- **Standard tire**
  - Active Blind Spot Assist®
  - Active Lane Keeping Assist®
  - Active Parking Assist with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert®
  - Blind Spot Assist DISTronic®, Active Steering Assist®
  - Active Lane Change Assist®, Aromatic Speed Control
  - Active Brake Assist with Cross-Traffic Function®
  - Extended Range in Stop-and-Go Traffic
  - Active Speed Limit Assist, Route-based Speed Adaptation
  - Night Vision Assist PLUS®

- **Exterior Styling**
  - Dusk-to-Dawn LED®
  - LED Daytime Running Lamps and taillamps
  - LED Intelligent Light System with Ultra Wide Beam headlights
  - Adaptive Highbeam Assist

- **Interior**
  - Smartphone remote locking with KEYLESS-START
  - Soft close doors
  - KEYLESS GO®
  - Electronic trunk closer with HANDS-FREE ACCESS
  - Antitheft alarm system
  - Integrated garage door opener
  - Rain-sensing windshield wipers
  - MAGIC VISION COMMAND® heated wiper/washer system

**Comfort and convenience**

- Power front seats with memory
- Heated and ventilated front seats with rapid-heating feature
- Active multistage front seats with "hot stone" massage
- Heated front armrests
- 3-passenger rear seating
- Power outboard rear seats with memory and power seat rests
- Executive right-rear seat with power footrest, plus power controls for right-front seat, with 7" additional fore/aft movement
- Heated and ventilated rear seats with rapid-heating feature
- Active multistage rear seats with "hot stone" massage
- Heated rear armrests
- Power lumbar support for driving/riding interior sunshade
- Power rear window sunshade
- Power rear-side window sunshades
- 4-zone automatic climate control
- All-color/multitone LED ambient lighting
- Humidified front climate
- Active Balance cabin air purification and fragrance systems
- ENERGYCOMFORT
- Electrically heated windshields
- Heated power side mirrors with power-fold in
- Auto-dimming driver-side and inside rearview mirrors

**Entertainment and navigation**

- Dual 13.3" color-replaceable high-resolution color screens
- COMMAND® system with touchpad/rotary controller on console
- COMMAND® navigation®
- Enhanced voice control for COMAND® and many cabin features
- 2 years no-charge online navigation map updates
- 3 years of Live Traffic Info provided by HERE Technologies®
- Roadside Assistance
- Burmester® High-end 3D Surround Sound System
- FrontSeat® system
- Rear Seat Entertainment system
- Bluetooth® audio streaming, hands-free Bluetooth interface
- Dual USB ports
- HD Radio® receiver
- SmartR® - month All Access trial
- Smartphone Integration with Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto®
- Inductive wireless charging (front cabin) with WC parking
- 3 years of Mercedes me connect services

**Option Package**

- Executive Rear Seat Package PLUS
  - 4 seats seating with dual power rear seats and center console
  - Folding tables for rear seats
  - Heated and cooled rear overlays

**Individual options**

- MAGIC SKY CONTROL®
- CD player in glovebox
- Rear-cabin wireless charging®
- Refrigerator box for rear cabin
- Handcrafted silver champagne flutes by Robbe & Berking
- Required Executive Rear Seating package PLUS and refrigerator box
- 19” multi-spoke wheels®
- 20” multi-spoke wheels®
- 20” forged multi-spoke wheels®
- 20” Maybach Exclusive forged wheels®
- No design available
- Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery
- Designo semi-aniline leather upholstery
- Metallic paintwork (single-tone)®
- Metallic paintwork (two-tone)®
- Designo paintwork

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.

**MBUSA.com/maybach**
The difference is in every experience

The moment you take delivery of your new Mercedes-Benz, it starts to deliver for you. The joys of driving are engineered to excite and endure. Its progressive technology is designed to keep you connected now, and at the forefront of a changing world. And the people who stand behind your Mercedes-Benzen are devoted to earning your Star, and your trust.

Mercedes-Benz is committed to educating and empowering the next generation, helping nearly half a million young people in 150 cities. Sport for Good USA is focused on improving the health, environmental and road surface conditions, driving skill, emotional and service cost. Mercedes-Benz USA is committed to giving back at MBUSA.com/community. Learn more about how Mercedes-Benz USA gives back at MBUSA.com/community.

Mercedes-Benz was the first automaker to introduce its Roadside Assistance Program in the US. For more than 35 years, customers have called on and factory-trained experts in times of need. A button in your car can connect you. If an air bag or seat belt tensioner is activated, your car can place the call on your behalf, and even transmit your location. You can send help — usually a trained dealer service technician — to your location, even for a jump-start. If you are wearing your seat belt, driver’s deliberate steering inputs are required to initiate the system’s action, and can override its operation.

No system can determine if an object is legally parked or moving, or if an object is a person or an animal. System cannot detect some objects, obstacles or vehicles in the area into which the vehicle would move. See Operator’s Manual for details.

Drifting while driving is dangerous and must be avoided. ATTENTION ASSIST® is a warning system only. It does not replace the driver’s responsibility to drive carefully and be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the driving response necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Controls are designed to notify the driver when the system determines the driver is inattentive or sleepy. Drivers are advised to not rely on the system to detect and warn them of drowsiness.

Drivers are advised to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the driving response necessary to retain control of the vehicle. The availability of Roadside Assistance may vary depending on the vehicle, location, and circumstances. Drivers are advised to call their local dealer or phone 1-800-785-2881 for more information.

JoNny Mac SolDiers Fund

Johnny Mac Soldiers Fund helps honor military service and sacrifice by providing scholarships to veterans and military family members—particularly the children of our nation’s fallen and disabled. Since 2014, Johnny Mac has awarded $12 million in scholarships to more than 1,000 students. To learn more, visit johnnymac.org

Where to receive your internet service depends on your device and size. When Apple CarPlay or Android Auto is in use, connection to apps and streaming services may be limited by the device’s network connection. Data usage is possible, even with Route-based Speed Adaptation, driver is responsible for safely slowing and/or stopping vehicle at intersections, and for giving right-of-way to other drivers. System is not a substitute for attentive and vigilant driving. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the system’s alerts before starting to brake, as they may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely. Even with Route-based Speed Adaptation, always be prepared to brake for the potential of pedestrians, fences, animals or other objects in or approaching the vehicle's maneuvering range. System cannot determine if a space is legally available for parking and cannot determine if it is safe to park a vehicle in the space. It should not be used as a substitute for driver awareness and checking of surrounding traffic conditions. See Operator’s Manual for system operating speeds and additional information and warnings.

ENDNOTES
1. Available only on vehicles equipped with a navigation system and operating in areas covered by a cellular and GPS signal. Results may vary depending on driving style, vehicle load, road conditions, traffic, environmental and road surface conditions, driving skill, emotional and service cost. Some services are available in varying locations. Please call your dealer or see MBUSA.com for details.

2. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are trademarks of Apple Inc. and Google, Inc. and are used under license. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Content and application availability vary by country and device. Not all applications are available on all devices, and may require a paid subscription. Application updates may require a data plan. Third-party providers handle the delivery of certain services. Please check with your device provider for terms and conditions.

3. SiriusXM service is available in the United States, except Alaska and Hawaii. Subscriptions sold separately. Subscription fees and taxes will apply. All fees and programming subject to change. For full information, call SiriusXM at 1-888-539-7474. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at siriusxm.com. All fees and programming subject to change. SiriusXM programming is subject to Blackout Restriction. Content and application availability vary by country and device.

4. For details on specific systems elsewhere in this brochure, at MBUSA.com, and in the vehicle’s Operator’s Manual. Some vehicle systems may not be laterally aligned with the vehicle's centerline.